A million-dollar Etobicoke
home reno, designed from
the outside in

Tory Crowder and Shawn Thomas are not indoor people.
The couple and their three children spend most of their time in the
backyard swimming, entertaining, relaxing, eating and sharing family time
— their outdoor space is a home, cottage, playground and lounge all in one
cosy spot.
So when it came time to update their 1950s-era Etobicoke home, they
started the way they live: from the outside in.

“From the very beginning of even thinking about a renovation, we were
really focused on how we were going to live outside,” said Crowder, 42,
proprietor of Jump Start Communications, a PR firm.
“We’re not like other people who want a big huge house and worry about
landscaping later. We were very much thinking about the pool and outdoor
space first, then the house.”
She and Thomas, 45, bought the three-bedroom, two-bathroom,
2,100-square-foot house in 2008 for $820,000, just a year before they
started their family. It came with a “coffin-shaped” pool, which was the butt
of a few jokes since they live nearby to Park Lawn Cemetery.
As the kids grew out of infancy, they realized the value of having a pool in
the backyard — even though it wasn’t exactly a luxurious model. “It was an
old vinyl pool and the slides slanted in, but it was really good for young kids
because they never had to swim more than two metres to get to the sides,”
said Crowder.
Meanwhile, the house was gradually deteriorating around them. They
turned on the bathtub with vice grips and there were a few holes in the
walls through which they could wiggle their fingers straight through to the

outside. With no main floor bathroom, the kids would leave puddles in their
wake as they scrambled up or downstairs straight from the pool. And the
closed-in kitchen prevented them from keeping an eye on the action in the
backyard.

“It wasn’t conducive to indoor/outdoor living and that’s what we really
wanted. We loved the pool and entertaining, and we wanted something that
would work continuously together and put a huge focus on the backyard,”
said Crowder.
They began consulting with architects to discuss new plans. Over time, they
realized there wasn’t much of a difference in price between a renovation
and a complete teardown. They chose Altius to complete the design for a
more modern house with a flat roof and an open concept. And, of course, a
brand new pool, yard, deck and poolhouse out back.

Permits for the new pool were the first hurdle, thanks to a cluster of historic
black walnut trees in their neighbours’ lawns. “Our entire backyard is tree
protected. We were faced with a Catch-22: we weren’t allowed to touch
our old pool, but we couldn’t put in a new pool either because we were
not allowed to dig within a certain number of metres of these trees,” said
Crowder.
It took a lot of tweaking, including shrinking the pool slightly and agreeing
to tear the house down first and install the new pool second so heavy

equipment didn’t disturb the trees. But within a year, the permits were in
place.
The family of five moved to a rental house two kilometres south of the
construction site when the renovation began in March, 2017. They came
home in May, 2018. Landscaping the backyard continued throughout the
fall and into the spring of this year, making this the first summer they’ve
enjoyed the new saltwater, concrete pool — a 40-by-10-foot rectangle that
sees a lot of action — designed and installed by BonaVista.

“We wanted a sleek, streamlined look. Shawn and I both swim and we
wanted to be able to do lengths,” said Crowder.
They expect to keep the pool open from Easter to Thanksgiving. “We crank
it up to 90F and it doesn’t kill your electricity bill because pools are so
much more efficient than they used to be.”
In providing the hardscaping for the backyard, BonaVista worked closely
with the architect to make sure the home’s inside worked with the outside.
As a result, a luxe wooden overhang over the deck allows the family to enjoy
the outdoors in any weather. The fire pit is a hit with the kids and friends,
especially on marshmallow-toasting nights. Thomas, an avid griller, has his
pick of three barbecues and they’ve set up a patio with heater at the end of
the lawn for al fresco dining.

A new, heated pool house features a shower and a bathroom, plus a space
that doubles as Crowder’s office during the week and a hangout spot for
kids on weekends.

Inside the main house, the goal was to create more light, more space and
a generous view of the backyard. Open-riser stairs offer an uninterrupted
look at the entire main floor and the backyard. Pale maple floors contrast
with a dramatic ebony kitchen.
Crowder spotted a black kitchen at a trade show and knew she had to
have it for the open kitchen. Guelph-based Paragon Kitchens is one of the
few companies that carry Miralis cabinetry, which had the sleek look she
wanted. The black millwork is scratch-free nanotechnology that easily
wipes clean, a must for the busy family.
In the end, the renovation ran around $1 million and increased the house
by a mere 600 square feet. But the gains in the backyard were worth every
penny for the family.
“We found a lot of efficiencies in the house to make things run better and
now we can focus more on the space that we really love — the backyard,”
says Crowder.

A FEW NUMBERS
31: Sliding doors in the house
1: Interior swing door
9: Square footage of space saved for every sliding door vs. swing
door
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